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Chris Price, Jesse Fulcher and Cecelia Bradley attending the second APDEC
which was held in Tokyo, Japan from 1st – 5th August 2017
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A feast and fun entertainment for the welcome dinner! We had close to five
hundred attending this APDEC with a large group coming from South Korea,
joining people from Taiwan, China, Phillipines, Malaysia, Israel, US, UK, Germany,
Australia, and for the first time Indonesia, all of us joining with our hosts from
many parts of Japan.
A panorama of the main auditorium. Simultaneous translation was happening in
four languages, Chinese, Korean, English and Japanese.

There were two Keynote speakers each day. Kageki asked us to share what was
happening in Democratic Education in our countries. Each of us in our different
ways, gave a lot of details about the history of Democratic Education and the
present situations in our regions and it ended up being fascinating to see the
experiences we had in common and those that expressed our diversity. There is
too much detail to include so I will attempt to include one or two key point which
struck me in each presentation. I hope that eventually we may be able to gather
togther the full texts of each speaker.
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Keiko Okuchi spoke about
Japan. Between 1966 and
20015 the government in
Japan has tracked the
number of students absent
from school. In the year 2000
there were 120,000 students
who were long term
absentees from schools. This
is an issue for the whole of
society. Education is uniform,
highly academic and
competitive and inevitably
highly stressful. Compulsory
Education which is usually
seen as a right and good, was creating an environmnet where children felt
cornered and trapped and many ended up in psychiatric wards and or
medicated, facing terrbile coercion and in some cases, death. Pressure was on
families to conform but children were suffering. With the beginnngs of places
such as Tokyo Shure in 1988 children began the proceess of taking initiative, to
connect, have fun, feel safe and secure to play. Former beliefs that school refusal
was an illness or laziness began to be challenged and by 2015 the government
was really beginning to take this issue seriously though there is still much to do
to improve the rights of children. The Freeschool Network is also an mportant
part of the history.
Da-Hsieng from Holistic School in
Taiwan spoke of 30 years
development of education in
Taiwan. In 1987, the year
marshal law was was lifted, the
Foundation for Human Centre
fund was set up and corporal
punishment was partially
eradicated. But people still had a
marshall law mentality. In 1994
two girls committed suicide and
this shocked society in Taiwan
that two such capable people
were not able to cope with the
schooling that they were
enduring. Some places were
opening to do things differently
such as the Forest and Caterpillar Schools. 1995 the Holistic School began. It was
the 1st Democratic School and parents and familes financed it and found the
place. In doing so they violated every law and could have been imprisoned but
decided to take the risk and the Government has not wiped them out to this day.
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They are faced with very interesting times currently as Experimental Education
is being promoted and supported by the government and this enables schools
such as Holistic to develop and flourish. The question of what happens when the
‘experiment’ is completed is a crucial one still to be answered. Da Hsieng also
expressed his concern about how to deal with the more diffiuclt issue of living in
a Confucian society.

Amukta Mahapatra told
us about the situation in
India where the poorest of
the poor attend public
school and those who
have the option attend
private schools. There are
37,000 schools and from
2003 – 2017 the quality
of the public school has
been changing from being
very rigid to more
movement in the
classroom. India is a large
diverse country in which
democracy is on a
continuum and is a
process. It’s size has
meant that it has not
been so connected to Asia
and the world but now is looking more outward. I was very taken with her
articulation of the need for India to value its indigenous ways of educating and to
question the place of the teaching culture which was dominant through the
British and Modern colonisations. This form of education was for clerks and
bureaucrats and people who listen and don’t ask questions. Yet India has a
vibrant history of fearless resistance. I loved her assertion that ‘Buddha was a
dropout’ from school but was successful! She remindeed us of key educators
such as Aurobindo, Annie Bassent and progressive schools for Indian culture,
Montessori and Krishnamurti. The time is right for democraic education and she
hopes that IDEC next year will highlight this and help the process of India freeing
itself from its feudalistic ways. She is very concerned that it not just be gestures
and symbolism but brought into the lives of all, available to all.
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Gyon-Ok Kim, South Korea, told us of
her work at the Education Journal, Space
Mindire which has been very active in
leading the Democratic Schols
movement with the Ghandi school. She
spoke of the many changes which
occurred in the 90s in South Korea and
globally when this was a time the grass
movement became very active, people
were driving civic groups, anti – nuclear,
post modern issues, gender equality,
human rights, culture became vibrant.
Alternative, free education began to
flouish as there was explosive anger
about the more repressive aspects of
uniformity and competition and some
children decided to quit schools where
everthing is based on your academic
record. An association for the creation
of new education was formed by 20
people people and in 1996, though it was not licenced, they opened a new school,
the Ghandi School, in the middle of the mountains where love and self initiative
were valued. Now the children of these students teach at this school. The
Alternative movement expanded to a peak in 2000 and 2001 the Alternative
Edcuation Alliance wanted to change education as a whole so that more people
could come, and funding would be more available and fees not probibit children
from the schools. They began to build a relationship with the government and
this is still an ongoing process.
Kageki Asakura shared his
insights into the educational
culture in Japan and the place
that Tokyo Shure has in
responding to some of the
key aspects of the heavily
credentialled society that
Japan has become. This
became very strong after the
Second World War. It is based
on the beief that if you have a
higher academic qualification
you will have better jobs,
higher position, pay inflation
and if you do not have this
you are not a decent person.
Deviation scores are used in
choice of college and
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determines the value of yourself as a person. Academic factions and loyalty to
your ‘school’ are important. Even modern technology continues this
comparative and judgemental aspect of relationship which detemine how you
value yourself. ‘The classroom is like a minfield you never know where the
bombs are!” Intolerance is growing, neighbours are not neighbourly ,
expectations and requirements are getting more intense and if you deviate you
are victimised and treated badly. There are high numbers of suicide and hate
crimes, and also victims become bullies. People have a problem making a
decision on their own and this is a key element to bring to places such as Tokyo
Shure and other democratic schools.
Cecelia Bradley
I was one of the speakers
and I tried to set the scene
of the diverse multicultural
natures of Australia and NZ
and how this has had an
impact on education. I
highlighted the role that
alternative, progressive
and democratic education
has had; the founding of
schools in the 1930s,
60,70s, 80s and the
current development of
new schools opening in
recent times and the
development of ADEC all of
which have played crucial
roles in this history of education. I also tried to present some idea of the nature
of relationship with state and federal governments and particularly that complex
and vexed issue of funding. Though these are also shared by many places around
the world, I identified four key characteristics that give an Australian and New
Zealand flavour to our schools. These are the central place of play, the
importance of caring relationships, student voice and participation and the
notion that parents, children and teachers are partners and all have a role in the
community of learners.
A special thank you to the students at Kinma school for their video about the
Friendship bands which I shared during the keynote and there were a number of
places that wanted to make contact with you and I hope that has happened.
The students at the preschool at Kinma also sent me some wonderful photos and
vignettes of their play and projects which I included in the slide show.
The students from Currambena put together a powerpoint about Currambena
and this was also part of the presentation.
Thank you to Chris and Jesse who also joined me for the question time.
I hope to post the full text of my talk on the ADEC website.
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Henry Redhead, from the UK, shared with us aspects of life at Summerhill. I
have heard Henry a number of times now and he has a very natural, witty and
engaging way of communicating with people and his lived experience of
democratic education is so valuable and puts people, who may be doubtful about
democratic education, at their ease. Many people in the Asian region are familiar
with Summerhill so they really appreciate Henry being present and supportive of
APDEC. He spoke of the essential place of freedom in demcoratic schools even
though it can be scary at times. And the importance of learning that freedoms
may sometimes be infringed. Children are given the space, and they need as
much time as possible to play. They can solve problems.
Yaacov, Hecht from Israel also touches the heart of people. He again stressed
that democratic education is a human right which ought to be free to everyone.
This is happening more in Israel with 20% more funding availabe and cities, not
just parents wanting democratic schools. There are now three in Hadera City.
Again he urged us to question who holds the power and to build education
systems without ‘boxes’.
He challenges us all to consider that Democratic Pedagogy is actually the missing
piece of Democratic Education.

School Visits were organised for one of the afternoons.

After many years of
meeting up with Kageki
and his students at IDECs
and APDECs, I finally had
the chance to visit Tokyo
Shure University. We
were welcomed by the
students and staff with
music and singing and we
all shared the wonderful
food that they had
prepared for us.
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They shared with us the history of Tokyo Shure. Some of the students such as Jun
shared with us their journey in coming to Tokyo Shure and the difference it
made in their lives. It has enabled them to move from the negative times in their
life of school refusal with all its issues, personally and socially, to become in
charge of their own lives and to be with people who support and care for them.
One of the things I was very impressed about was that the students decided that
they wanted/needed to have many experts and mentors if they were able to
follow their own passions and path. They sent ‘love letters’ to 150 interesting
people and 50 of these responded positively. This was a wonderful response so
that they have many people ready to mentor students in different fields. These of
course are not active all the time but the diversity of choice it enables is
impressive. There is a strong emphasis on the students really working on
knowing and understanding themselves and this is a core part of their work and
the study they do. They do not have exams. Each year they make a presentation
of the things they have achieved and worked on. They make a decision about
when they are ready to graduate and this is marked by a major presentation to
the community. There is a lot of social connection, including having dinner
togther three nights a week, and they give each other a great deal of support
especially sharing the difficult things in life and the emotions that these can
release.
These students and Staff were the active organsiers of APDEC so it was
wonderful that they also took so much time and energy in sharing their daily
experiences of Tokyo Shure with us.
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Visit to Tokyo Shure “ Oji division” by Chris Price
Tokyo Shure is a free school celebrating 32 years from 3rd Grade to students 23
years old.
At the school I visited students were from 9 to 19 years old.
Students and teachers were delighted to invite us to their space over 4 small
floors of an office block. We were treated to a beautiful Japanese lunch the
students had prepared with a variety of flavours and ingredients. Just delicious!
We were able to ask them about their days at Oji. Each morning starts with a
meeting to check in about how they all are and what is on the learning and
playing agenda for the day. Their schedule at the moment includes Maths,
Chinese, English and Science. This is the morning programme which can shift and
change depending on students’ interests. The afternoons are full of Music making,
Art, Cooking, Personal Projects. Playing games, chatting and extension of subjects
they are interested in pursuing.
Without exception the students were delighted to have found Oji after bullying,
isolation and humiliation at their previous schools. They all acknowledged that the
adjustment and building of trust took time and how their peers were fundamental
in making them feel safe. That teachers and adults were supportive and gave
them space to adjust. They were also grateful to their parents who gave them this
opportunity.
Then they played music they had composed and it was so full of life and verve
that it had us all clapping and stamping along. We were all able to have a quick
tour of each floor before they took us to “Rokugien”-a Japanese garden founded
in the Edo Period.
What a beautiful garden where we also had a cup of green tea in a Tea House
joined by some of the students. They were delighted that we enjoyed our visit
and presented us a small bag they had made with various origami pieces.
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This photograph is of a group of young students from South Korea who would
spontaneously take to the stage and share songs and music they had composed,
satirising and commenting on their experiences at APDEC. They were full of
vitality and energy and showed clearly that we need to find ways to be more
inclusive of youth at these gathering in ways which are meaningful and enjoyable
for them.

Heather Yang from Taiwan led us in a very interesting discussion about
Democratic Education. Heather had commented to me that there were many new
and young people at this year’s APDEC and she really wanted to make them feel
welcome and to create a space where conversations could happen which would
enable them to increase their experience and understanding of Democratic
Education.
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Concentration
during the APDEC
Meeting!
The next APDEC
will be held in
INDIA in 2018.
Amukta described
the initial
meetings which
have been
happening in India
in preparation and
the creation of InDEC and explained to us some of the plans so far. The meeting
will be combined with IDEC, so it will be IDEC @ APDEC2018. It will be in
Bangalore from the 15th – 20th November 2018. We will have a whole day of
APDEC before IDEC officially starts.
We had some discussion about APDECs beyond 2018.
Australia and Currambena are considering hosting in 2019.
If IDEC goes ahead in Nepal in 2020 then we can have another combined IDEC
and APDEC
I am waiting on Takeshi to send the minutes of the meeting and will publish
them when they are available.
Chris Price wrote this report of another workshop/ panel in which she
participated.

Panel Discussion on Suicide- Wednesday 2nd August
Members of the Panel.
Henry Redhead, Summerhill School, Keiko Okuchi, Japan Free School Network:
Japan, Tae Young-Chul, Principal, Geumsan Gandhi Free School, South Korea and
Chris Price, retired teacher, Currambena School and ADEC Committee member.
We were given 6 topics to speak about on this topicRecognition of child suicide in our society.
Explain background to child suicide in our country.
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Are physical and verbal bullying, social media and cyber bullying influencing
suicide?
Comment on bullying in Democratic schools and other types of schools.
How to decrease child suicide?
Each of us addressed these topics from our country’s perspective and our own
experience. We all agreed that because of the distressing statistics in each of our
countries that a broad approach is needed for prevention not only an individual
approach. That the social context is so important such as poor social cohesion,
academic failure, abuse of any kind, dropping out of school, drug use, mental
health of parents/carers were all risk factors.
Bullying and Cyber bullying were contributing factors as students want to be
connected through their social media platforms. These could be supportive
platforms but were abused when students were attacked on line.
We talked about the programmes in place in our society and in our schools; that
one of the most important, if not the most important, is the close relationships
we have with our students to support their social and emotional development.
There are mechanisms in our schools to address issues of behaviour; to each
other, in large meeting forums whether for an individual, group or whole school.
Society as a whole needs to be made aware of the risk factors, statistics,
programmes and support that is there to support our children.
It is our job to care for our children!
I attended another
workshop given by our two
newcomers to APDEC from
Indonesia. Monika Irayati
Irsan and her husband run
the Erudio School of Art in
Jakarta. The school of 23
students has a democratic
learning environment and
was started five years ago.
Their son had a love of art
and his schooling was
difficult for him. She
thought if her son had this
experience others would
have too and wanted to
create a place where it
would not be difficult for
them. I was very interested to learn about Ki Hajar Dewantara an Indonesian
educator who believed that education has to be based on freedom. They have an
Alternative education network. The values they treasure are a trust in
humanities and creativity, the sharing of a meaningful life and to act for the
benefit of society.
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The members of the SeDe project who
were present, Simon, Jesse, Iku,
Heather and Cec ran a workshop to
alert people to the project and the
work that has been done to date and to
find ways for other people who felt
that they could contribute to be
involved. This project is attempting to
create a way for people who want to
work in democratic education to have
the experience of working in a school
and creating a path of study which
would expand their understanding of
Democratic Education. The SeDe team
are working through an online
platform and when the website is
ready we will let everyone know. Gina
from Taiwan is one of people who has
now joined the project.

Takeshi, making one of his many
announcements at APDEC.
Takeshi was one of the main
organisers and his unfailing
humour and gentle spirit was
much appreciated. He is the Coordinator of APDEC so he has a
central role in our group.

Simon from Okinawa hosted his workshop
on the democratic meeting, its pros and
cons and sparked some lively discussion
about this process.
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Not long after we arrived at
the APDEC site, Cec was
rehearsing with Kageki and
some students of Tokyo
Shure. We performed two
pieces as a Recorder
Ensemble at the APDEC
Concert. Very long distance
collaboration but it seemed
to work!

Chris expressing our heartfelt thanks to all the
organisers of APDEC for all their energy, vision
and hard work. Many voices of thanks and
appreciation were raised. Some of the young
people expressed some frustration that their
interests and passions were not addressed or
given enough space, time and attention. They
came up with a solution to their dilemma by
suggesting that they organise a YouthDEC. They
assured us that as well as the young in age, the
young at heart would also be welcome to
participate. It will be intriguing to see what
comes of this idea and also reminds all of us that we need to ensure that our
gatherings are as inclusive as possible in every sense of the word.
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UPDATE from AMUKTA MAHAPATRA
IDEC & APDEC & InDEC 2018
at ECC, Bangalore, India
From Thu 15th to Tue 20th November 2018

3rd APDEC:

on Thu 15th
(all those who want to participate, to arrive on Wed 14th)

25th IDEC:

from Fri 16th to Tue 20th
(departures for all international participants: Wed 21st)
Those who want to stay on for InDEC, welcome

1st InDEC

gathering & follow-up plans: Wed 21st

Tours & trips before and after the conference will be put up in Jan 2018
Most trips will be overnight and two days: each trip will most probably include a)
an education project; b) a heritage/tourist site and c) a visit to a natural
environment
Local trips to schools and education programmes, in and around Bangalore will be
during the conference days.
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